
CELF-5 OBSERVATIONAL RATING SCALE (ORS) 
 

Student:   Jack                                                    Date  English Teacher   Mrs. Ethel Altro 
 

RATE THE EXTENT TO WHICH EACH OF THE STATEMENTS BELOW DESCRIBES THE STUDENT! 
 

 SCALE: N (never)           S (sometimes)     O (often)                A (always) 
 

The Student:                                                                                  Rating  
 
LISTENING    N  S  O  A 
 
1.  has trouble paying attention                                         (7)      √ 
 
2.  has trouble following spoken directions.                     (8)     √ 
 
3.  has trouble remembering things people say.    √ 
 
4.  has trouble understanding what people are saying.    √  
 
5.  asks people to repeat what they have said.     
 
6.  has trouble understanding word meanings.    
 
7.  has trouble understanding new ideas.    √ 
 
8.  has trouble looking at people when talking.    √ 
 
9.  has trouble understanding facial expressions (body language).    √ 
 
SPEAKING 
 
10.  has trouble answering questions people ask.          (6)      √ 
 
11.  has trouble answering questions as quickly as others.    √ 
 
12.  has trouble asking for help.    √ 
 
13.  has trouble asking questions.    √ 
 
14.  has trouble using a variety of vocabulary words when talking.    √ 
 
15.  has trouble thinking (finding) the right word to say.    √ 
 
16.  has trouble saying what he or she is thinking.             (3)      √ 
 
17.  has trouble describing things to people.                       (4)      √ 
 
18.  has trouble staying on the subject when talking.         (5)      √ 
  
19.  has trouble getting to the point when talking.      √ 
 
20.  has trouble putting things in the right order.                   √ 
 
21.  uses poor grammar when talking.                                      √ 
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SPEAKING    N  S  O  A 
 
 
22.  has trouble using complete sentences when talking.       √ 
   
23.  talks in short, choppy sentences.         √ 
 
24.  has trouble expanding on an answer or providing details.    √ 
 
25.  has trouble having a conversation with someone.                       (2)     √ 
 
26.  has trouble talking with a group of people.                                  (1)     √ 
 
27.  has trouble being understood (saying things another way).        
 
28.  gets upset when people don’t understand him or her.       
 
READING 
 
29.  has trouble sounding out words when reading.       
 
30.  has trouble understanding what he or she has read.       
 
31.  has trouble explaining what he or she has read.       
 
32.  has trouble identifying the main idea of what’s read.       
 
33.  has trouble remembering details from something read. (10)     √ 
 
34.  has trouble following written directions.    √ 
 
WRITING 
 
35.  has trouble writing what he or she is thinking.                              (9)     √ 
 
36.  uses poor grammar when writing.       
 
37.  has trouble writing complete sentences.                       
 
38.  writes short, choppy sentences.       
 
39.  has trouble expanding an answer or providing details in writing.                           √    
  
 
40.  has trouble putting words in the right order in sentences.       
 
CHOOSE THE PROBLEMS THAT CONCERN YOU THE MOST.  CIRCLE THE TOP 10 OUT OF 40. 
 
Please list any other you have observed or concerns you have about the student’s listening, speaking, reading, and 
writing skills and rate them from 0-3. 
 
Has trouble remembering things, always has an excuse. Can’t distinguish important from unimportant   
 
Information.  Gets lost, turns off during lectures.  Has poor communication with teachers, he’s negative  
 
and abrupt.  Doesn’t care what other people think.  He seems passive.  He rarely socializes with others. 
 
He’s hard to have a conversation with; students avoid him.  It’s really poor social talking for him.  He is  
 
Truly a hard student to like.  Very poor relating to teachers and students. 
 
Please return this form to: _______________________________________________________ by _______________Thanks! 
 



Case No. 2 Worksheet

1

CASE STUDY NUMBER 2 (MALE, 13;8)
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT CLASSIFICATION) SOC CRIT EXEC STR LRN
PERFORMANCE SAMPLE LIST SPK COM READ WRIT THNK FUN INT ADJ OTH

His writing contains a number of tense and pronoun errors  
Short repetitive written sentences make little sense..  
Writing is hard to read because it is so small and deformed letters   
Very few links between written sentences.. no conjunctions.   
He doesn't seem to build up and break down sentences well in writing.  
His communication with teachers is negative and abrupt.  
He seems so concrete.  Talks about simple things. Poor at relating..    
Can't get subtle meanings when he reads.   
Doesn't remember character names or relationships.    
Goes off topic all the time when he talks.  
Rarely volunteers to talk   
Sloppy notetaker; writes in a disorganized way.   
Rarely completes assignments; doesn't remember his work.  
He can't distinguish important from unimportant information.   
Doesn't pay attention or care what others say or think.  
He is stubborn; won't change his approach to things.  
He doesn't have good study skills.  
Gets lost; doesn't follow directions most of the time.   
He doesn't know where the study questions are.   
He doesn't finish what he starts.  
He gets lost and turns off during lectures.   
He doesn't recognize his errors in writing.   



Case No. 2 Worksheet

2

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT CLASSIFICATION) SOC CRIT EXEC STR LRN
PERFORMANCE SAMPLE LIST SPK COM READ WRIT THNK FUN INT ADJ OTH
He is hard to have a conversation with; students avoid him.   
He doesn't edit or revise his written work.  
It (his written work) is usually disorganized and sloppy.   
He acts odd; talks about computers but little else; some sports.    
When he comes up with good ideas, the others won't listen.  
It takes him too long to make sense; struggles to get the point out.   
He rarely socializes with other kids.  
Has trouble remembering things; always has an excuse.  
He doesn't talk a lot in my class.   
He seems passive, uninterested and avoids any classroom work.   
I know he's bright... look at his work on the computer.   
He doesn't try hard enough on his language skills.   
He plays baseball and talks some of the time about sports.  
Pays attention when he's on the computer.... especially drawing.  
Word processes and finds cartoons on the internet.  
He's late most of the time.  
Likes the computer but not much else.  
Brings computer games to school.  
The art teacher thinks he's creative; draws pictures of planes and cars.  
Will work on the computer but avoids reading.   

TOTALS >

›



Case No. 2 Results

1

CASE STUDY NUMBER 2 (MALE, 13;8)
PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT CLASSIFICATION) SOC CRIT EXEC STR LRN
PERFORMANCE SAMPLE LIST SPK COM READ WRIT THNK FUN INT ADJ OTH

His writing contains a number of tense and pronoun errors √
Short repetitive written sentences make little sense.. √
Writing is hard to read because it is so small and deformed letters √ √
Very few links between written sentences.. no conjunctions. √ √
He doesn't seem to build up and break down sentences well in writing. √
His communication with teachers is negative and abrupt. √
He seems so concrete.  Talks about simple things. Poor at relating.. √ √ √
Can't get subtle meanings when he reads. √ √
Doesn't remember character names or relationships. √ √ √
Goes off topic all the time when he talks. √
Rarely volunteers to talk √ √
Sloppy notetaker; writes in a disorganized way. √ √
Rarely completes assignments; doesn't remember his work. √
He can't distinguish important from unimportant information. √ √
Doesn't pay attention or care what others say or think. √
He is stubborn; won't change his approach to things. √
He doesn't have good study skills. √
Gets lost; doesn't follow directions most of the time. √ √
He doesn't know where the study questions are. √ √
He doesn't finish what he starts. √
He gets lost and turns off during lectures. √ √
He doesn't recognize his errors in writing. √ √



Case No. 2 Results

2

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT CLASSIFICATION) SOC CRIT EXEC STR LRN
PERFORMANCE SAMPLE LIST SPK COM READ WRIT THNK FUN INT ADJ OTH
He is hard to have a conversation with; students avoid him. √ √
He doesn't edit or revise his written work. √
It (his written work) is usually disorganized and sloppy. √ √
He acts odd; talks about computers but little else; some sports. √ √ √
When he comes up with good ideas, the others won't listen. √
It takes him too long to make sense; struggles to get the point out. √ √
He rarely socializes with other kids. √
Has trouble remembering things; always has an excuse. √
He doesn't talk a lot in my class. √ √
He seems passive, uninterested and avoids any classroom work. √ √
I know he's bright... look at his work on the computer. √ √
He doesn't try hard enough on his language skills. √ √
He plays baseball and talks some of the time about sports. √
Pays attention when he's on the computer.... especially drawing. √
Word processes and finds cartoons on the internet. √
He's late most of the time. √
Likes the computer but not much else. √
Brings computer games to school. √
The art teacher thinks he's creative; draws pictures of planes and cars. √
Will work on the computer but avoids reading. √ √

TOTALS > 2 3 12 4 9 6 13 9 7 1

›



CASE STUDY 2 (Male,13;8)

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT SOC CRIT EXEC STR LRN
CASE STUDY (MALE, 13;8) LIST SPK COMM READ WRIT THNK FUN INT ADJ OTH

LISTENING
Gets lost; doesn't follow directions most of the time. √ √

He gets lost and turns off during lectures. √ √

LISTENING (TOTALS) 2

SPEAKING
He seems so concrete.  Talks about simple things. Poor at relating.. √ √ √

He is hard to have a conversation with; students avoid him. √ √

It takes him too long to make sense; struggles to get the point out. √ √

SPEAKING (TOTALS) 3

SOCIAL COMMUNICATION
His communication with teachers is negative and abrupt. √

He seems so concrete.  Talks about simple things. Poor at relating.. √ √ √

Goes off topic all the time when he talks. √

Rarely volunteers to talk √ √

Doesn't pay attention or care what others say or think. √

He is stubborn; won't change his approach to things. √

He is hard to have a conversation with; students avoid him. √ √

He acts odd; talks about computers but little else; some sports. √ √ √

It takes him too long to make sense; struggles to get the point out. √ √

He rarely socializes with other kids. √

He doesn't talk a lot in my class. √ √

He seems passive, uninterested and avoids any classroom work. √ √

SOCIAL COMMUNICATION (TOTALS) 12

READING
Can't get subtle meanings when he reads. √ √

Doesn't remember character names or relationships. √ √ √

He can't distinguish important from unimportant information. √ √

He doesn't know where the study questions are. √ √

READING (TOTALS) 4



CASE STUDY 2 (Male,13;8)
SOC CRIT EXEC STR LRN

WRITING LIST SPK COMM READ WRIT THNK FUN INT ADJ OTH
His writing contains a number of tense and pronoun errors √

Short repetitive written sentences make little sense.. √ √

Writing is hard to read because it is so small and deformed letters √

Very few links between written sentences.. no conjunctions. √ √

He doesn't seem to build up and break down sentences well in writing. √ √

Sloppy notetaker; writes in a disorganized way. √ √

He doesn't recognize his errors in writing. √ √

He doesn't edit or revise his written work. √

It (his written work) is usually disorganized and sloppy. √ √

WRITING (TOTALS) 9

CRITICAL THINKING
Very few links between written sentences.. no conjunctions. √

He seems so concrete.  Talks about simple things. Poor at relating.. √

Can't get subtle meanings when he reads. √

Doesn't remember character names or relationships. √

He can't distinguish important from unimportant information. √

I know he's bright... look at his work on the computer. √

CRITICAL THINKING (TOTALS) 6

EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS
Doesn't remember character names or relationships. √ √ √

Sloppy notetaker; writes in a disorganized way. √ √

Rarely completes assignments; doesn't remember his work. √

He doesn't have good study skills. √

Gets lost; doesn't follow directions most of the time. √ √

He doesn't know where the study questions are. √ √

He doesn't finish what he starts. √

He gets lost and turns off during lectures. √ √

He doesn't recognize his errors in writing. √ √

It (his written work) is usually disorganized and sloppy. √ √

Has trouble remembering things; always has an excuse. √

He doesn't try hard enough on his language skills. √ √

He's late most of the time. √

EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS (TOTALS) 13



CASE STUDY 2 (Male,13;8)
SOC CRIT EXEC STR LRN

STRENGTHS AND INTERESTS LIST SPK COMM READ WRIT THNK FUN INT ADJ OTH
He acts odd; talks about computers but little else; some sports. √ √ √

When he comes up with good ideas, the others won't listen. √

He plays baseball and talks some of the time about sports. √

Pays attention when he's on the computer.... especially drawing. √

Word processes and finds cartoons on the internet. √

Likes the computer but not much else. √

Brings computer games to school. √

The art teacher thinks he's creative; draws pictures of planes and cars. √

Will work on the computer but avoids reading. √ √

STRENGTHS AND INTERESTS (TOTALS) 9

LEARNING ADJUSTMENTS
Rarely volunteers to talk. √ √

He acts odd; talks about computers but little else; some sports. √ √ √

He seems passive, uninterested and avoids any classroom work. √ √

I know he's bright... look at his work on the computer. √ √

He doesn't try hard enough on his language skills. √ √

The art teacher thinks he's creative; draws pictures of planes and cars. √ √

Will work on the computer but avoids reading. √ √

LEARNING ADJUSTMENTS (TOTALS) 7

OTHER
Writing is hard to read because it is so small and deformed letters √ √

OTHER (TOTALS) 1

PATTERN SUMMARY

SUMMARY
Study Skills (Planning & Organization), Mild Language Comprehension
Social Communication, Skills, Interaction, Attitude
Literacy (Writing Process, Editing ), Reading, Organization & Planning
Critical Thinking (Metalinguistic and Metacognitive Skills)
Motivation and Responsibility, Sense of Competence, Self Concept
Organization, Planning, Reasoning
Knowledge of Computers, Sports Knowledge
Good Visual, Good Art & Design, Word Processes



1 

1 

Performance Patterns: 

	
Study Skills – Planning & Organization 
	
 	
Completing Assignments	

	
 	
Turning Work in on Time	


	
Literacy 
	
 	
 Reading and Writing Processes?	


	
Social Communication Skills 
	
 	
Won’t Talk or Communicate in Class	


	
Motivation & Responsibility 

	
Critical Thinking (Meta Skills) 

	
Sense of Competence (Believing in Himself) 

* What Does This Student Really Need?	

* What Services Will he Get If We Use a Traditional LENS?	


CASE NUMBER 2 Patterns) 	
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CASE NUMBER 2 (MALE, 13;8)  
Performance Pattern Summary 

(I) Pattern No. 1  	
      Study Skills (Planning – Organization) Rank ____	

  	
Rank	


	
___ 	
1.  Completing Assignments	

	
___ 	
2.  Turning work in on time	

	
___ 	
3.  Remembering things	

	
___ 	
4.  Disorganized and sloppy work	

	
___ 	
5.  Finishing assignments	

	
___ 	
6.  Sloppy note taker	

	
___ 	
7.  Utilizes study questions or guides	


(II) Pattern No. 2           Literacy (Writing/Reading Process) 	
Rank ____	

  	
Rank	


	
___ 	
1.  Repetitive sentences make little  sense	

	
___ 	
2.  Few links between written sentences	

	
___ 	
3.  Building up and breaking down sentences	

	
___ 	
4.  Revising written work	

	
___ 	
5.  Recognizing errors in writing	

	
___ 	
6.  Disorganized and sloppy writing	

	
___ 	
7.  Distinguish important from unimportant information	


3 

(III) Pattern No. 3     Social Communication Skills 	
                  Rank ____	

  	
Rank	


	
___ 	
1.  Negative communication affect	

	
___ 	
2.  Poor at relating to others	

	
___ 	
3.  Rarely volunteers to talk	

	
___ 	
4.  Passive communicator	

	
___ 	
5.  Pays little attention to what others say	

	
___ 	
6.  Rarely socializes or communicates with other students	

	
___ 	
7.  Won’t talk or communicate in class	


(IV) Pattern No. 4     Motivation and Responsibility 	
                   Rank ____	

  	
Rank	


	
___ 	
1.  Passive, avoids school work	

	
___ 	
2.  Always has an excuse	

	
___ 	
3.  Doesn’t turn work in on time	

	
___ 	
4.  Fails to finish assignments 	

	
___ 	
5.  Doesn’t remember his work	

	
___ 	
6.  Turns off during lectures	

	
___ 	
7.  Difficulty attending to work	

	
___ 	
8.  Avoids reading and writing activities	


CASE NUMBER 2 Continues (MALE, 13;8)  

4 

(V) Pattern No. 5    Metalinguistic (Critical Thinking) 	
Rank ____	

  	
Rank	


	
___ 	
1.  Simple language forms, sentences	

	
___ 	
2.  Struggles to understand subtle meanings	

	
___ 	
3.  Uses concrete language, talks about simple things	

	
___ 	
4.  Difficulty with abstract (figurative) language 	
	

	
___ 	
5.  Written sentences lack complex forms and structures	

	
___ 	
6.  Poor performance on metalinguistic test tasks	


(VI) Pattern No. 6   Sense of Competence                 Rank ____	

  	
Rank	


	
___ 	
1.  Little success with academic activities	

	
___ 	
2.  Avoidance behaviors 	

	
___ 	
3.  Passive communicator with low social skills	

	
___ 	
4.  History of unsuccessful communication experiences	

	
___ 	
5.  Negative attitude wears on teachers	

	
___ 	
6.  Perceived negatively by peers	

	
___ 	
7.  Needs successful communicative interactions 	


COMMENTS:  

CASE NUMBER 2 Continues (MALE, 13;8)  
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5 

REVISED LIST 
Performance  

Patterns 

Following  
Input from 

Middle School 
Teachers 

6 

CASE NUMBER 1 (MALE, 13;8)  
Performance Patterns for RTI or Pre-IEP Development 
Study Skills (Planning and Organization) 

 ___ 1.  Completes - Finishes Assignments 
 ___ 2.   Turns work in on time 
 ___ 3.  Remembers things 
 ___ 4.  Is organized and produces work that is neat in appearance 
 ___ 5.  Takes organized and useful notes 
 ___ 6.  Utilizes study questions or guides 

Social Communication Skills   
 ___ 1.  Adopts a positive communication affect 
 ___ 2.  Relates more effectively with peers and teachers 
       - Responds more openly to others 
       - Pays attention to what others say 
 ___ 3.  Volunteers information in class 
 ___ 4.  Responds effectively when called upon in class 

7 

Patterns for RTI or Pre-IEP Continues (Male, 13;8) 
Literacy  (Writing/Reading Process)   

 ___ 1.   Writes clearer sentences that make more sense 
 ___ 2.   Establishes more meaningful links between written sentences 
 ___ 3.   Recognizes errors in writing 
 ___ 4.   Revises written work 
 ___ 4.   Writes in a more organized manner 
 ___ 5.   Uses more appropriate grammar and syntax 

Metalinguistic Ability - Critical Thinking Skills 
 ___ 1.   Develops a broader understanding of word meanings in context 
 ___ 2.   Understands language with figurative and multiple meanings. 

RELATED AREAS 

 Motivation and Responsibility     
 ___ 1.  Adopts a more positive attitude toward school work 
 ___ 2.   Accepts responsibility for completing assignments and turning work on time. 
 ___ 3.  Takes pride in submitting work that is neat and organized in appearance. 

 Sense of Competence (Self Concept)   
 ___ 1.   Experiences success with academic activities 
 ___ 2,   Gains greater confidence on school related tasks               
 ___ 3.   Gains peer confidence and respect 

8 

PRESENT LEVELS OF PERFORMANCE 
Jack is an eighth grade student at Washington Hunt Middle School.  Standardized 
assessment indicates the following: (1) receptive and expressive language 
performance in the marginal educational range, and (2) metalinguistic skills that fall 
in the low to very low educational range.  Classroom-based assessment suggests four 
performance patterns and two related areas that limit academic success, reduce his 
participation in school, and affect his sense of competence as a learner.  	


These patterns, in order of concern are: (1) Planning and Organizational Skills that 
negatively impact study habits, (2) Social Communication and Social Skills which 
limit classroom participation and negatively affect Jack’s relationship with teachers 
and peers, (3) Written Language Skills (the writing process itself) as well as editorial 
skills, and (4) Metalinguistic skills which limit critical thinking and analysis in several 
subject areas. 	


Jack’s sense of competence as a learner, willingness to participate actively in school, 
and motivation to improve pose major barriers for all teachers.  These four areas 
require targeted instruction and supports, but Jack has considerable potential given 
his artistic strengths, knowledge of computers and interests in sports.  These strengths 
and interests exist in the presence of average to above average intelligence.	


CASE NUMBER 2 (MALE, 13;8)  
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